We are interested in the problem of finding a set of /C vertices in a graph t(hat are in some sense remote, stat,ed more formally: "Given a graph G and an integer 12, find a set, P of k vertices for which the t,ot,al weight of a minimum structure on P is maximiaed."
Introduction
Let G = (V,E) b e a complete undirected graph with non-negative (possibly infinite) weights on the edges. Let II be a minimization problem whose solmion is a subset of the edge set sat,isfying a part,icular property with respect, to a given subset P of vertices. Let the cost of a solution be the sum of the weight of t,he edges in the solut.ion. Let r(P) denote the minimum cost, value for a nodeset P. We are imeresting in the following problem: REMOTE-II: Given a graph G = (r/; E) and integer Jc, find a subset P of V of cardinality k such that r(P) is maximized. In particular, we focus on three part,icular problems, where II corresponds to the MST, Stein.er tree and TSP problems. These problems are illustrated in Figure 1 .
A spanning tree of a node set P is a subtree of G whose node set is P. A Steiner tree of P is defined as a 'Japan spanning tree of a superset of P. A tour of P is a cycle that cont,aiiis all the vert,ices of P. The weight of a tree or a tour is t.he sum of the edges in it.
The problems of finding a minimum weight spanning t.ree (MST, in short), minimum weight, St.einer tree, and minimum wright, tour (TSP, or traveling salesperson tour) are famous combinatorial structures, which are not only useful in applications but also rich source of research on exact and approximat.ion algorithms.
We denote minimum spanning tree, minimum Steiner tree, and TSP tour of P by MST(P), ST(P), and TSP(P), respectively. For a problem II and nodeset P, the minimum struct,ure and the minimum value are denoted by II(P) and K(P), respectively. The weights of t.hese minimum solutions are denoted by m&(P), d(P), and tsp(P). For a graph H, the maximum cost of MST (P) over all k-nocle sets P is denoted by r-mst(H), and the optimal value of REMOTE-~ (i.e. the maximum weight, of the minimum II-structure) is denot,ed by r-n(H).
All of these problems consist of finding a subset maximizing t,he total weight of edges of minimum combinatorial st,ructures constructed from the subsets. Except. for REMOTE-ST, these struct,ures are contain in the subgraph induced by the subset.
iFrom a practical point of view, t,he MST-remote (or Steiner-remot,e) k-set of a network can be viewed as the set of k nodes among which communicating information is most, expensive. Thus, the remote subsets can be applied to t,he evaluation of the communication performance of networks.
They can also be applied to clust,ering problems. Indeed, we originally faced these problems when we tried to obt,ain a good "st,arting tour" of a large TSP instance (it. was a circuit board drilling problem [16] which occurred at a manufact,uring plant) with more t,han 10,000 non-uniformly distribmed cities. To obtain a short approximate TSP tour by const,ruction heuristics, it is effective to start with a subtour (starting tour) consisting of relatively small number of sample cities. This subtour captures the global st,ructure of the point distrib&on [17] . For this purpose, random sampling is not suitable, since it, may miss some crit,iral cities, and approximate TSP tours constructed from the associated starting tour often respond poorly to improvements by local search heuristics. The MST-remot,e and/or TSPremote solutions (or the approximate solut,ions thereof) seem to give better starting tours.
Related
work. Problems of maximizing minimum structures have applications to the locat,ion of undesirable facilities. For instance, hazardous facilit,ies like nuclear plants or ammunition dumps sl~oulcl be located as far from each other as possible to minimize vulnerabilit,y. A not insubstantial body of literat,ura 11~~3 developed on the subject -see [lo] for a survey, primarily from the management science viewpoint. The focus has been on two structures not specifially dealt wit.11 in this paper: the minimum weight of any edge in t(he X:-set, and the average, or equivalently the sum, of the weights of edges between pairs in the k-set. For t,he former problem, known as the k-Dispersion problem, Ravi, Rosenkrantz and Tayi [21] showed that the 'furthest-point greedy' algorithm obtains a performance ratio of 2 on metric graphs, improving on a weaker bound of [24] . They also showed that approximating within a fact.or of less than 2 is NP-hard.
Independently, Tamir [23] proved the same upper bound for the same algorithm, and a weaker approximability lower bound. Ravi et al. [21] also showed that a different greedy algorithm attains a performance ratio of 4 for the problem of finding a k-set in a complete met,ric graph maximizing the average distance between t.he vertices, and that obtaining a factor less than 2 was NP-hard. Kortsarz and Peleg [14] considered this latter problem on general weighted graphs, under the name Heavy Subgraph Problem, and gave a sequence of algorithms that converges with a performance rat,io of O(~L~,~~~). While different minimum structures have been proposed in the location theory literature, we are not aware of work analyzing algorithms for such problems.
If the input is a complete graph wit,h nodes corresponding to a set of points in Euclidean space and edge weights corresponding to the Euclidean distance between the pairs of points, the problems can be regarded as belonging to computational geomet,ry. The problem of finding a subset with cardinality k of a planar point set maximizing the perimeter or area of convex hull (minimum perimeter enclosing polygon) of the subset has been studied in the literature [2, 3, 71. However, the authors know no previous results on problem of computing subsets maximizing other minimum structures.
Problems of finding subsets minimizing the minimum weight of a combinatorial struct,ure are more common [l, 9, 20, 131 . In particular, the problem of finding the k-set minimizing the weight of the minimum MST 151 was recent.ly studied by Ravi et al. [20] , who proved NPhardness and gave an 0( 6) approximat,ion for general graphs and O(1;'i4) ratio for graphs induced by a set of points in the plane. The former ratio has been improved by Awerbuch et al. [5] to O(log2 k), and the latter by Garg and Hochbaum [ 131 to O(log J?) .
1.1
Our results. We first consider general (complete weight,ed) graphs, and show t,he problems to be not only NP-hard but also hard to approximate. REMOTE-MST and R.EMOTE-TSP cannot. be approximated wit.hin a factor of ,n.'/', unless P = NP. Here, n is the number of vertices in t,he input graph. For R.EMOTE-MST give an algorithm that. finds a solution witshin a factor of Ic -1 from optimal.
We next consider metric graphs, which are graphs with weights t,liat, satisfy the triangular inequality: for any three nodes u., 21, w, d(.u, 2~) + d( IJ, tu) 2 d(u, pu). The distance of the edge e(ti,, u), denoted d (~, u) , is the weight of the edge. One example of a metric graph is the shortest-path distance graph D(G) of an non-complete graph G, where the edge weight of e( u., 1~) is defined to be the weight of the minimum weight pat-11 between 'U and 'u of G.
We apply the 'greedy furthest-point' algorithm, to obtain simultaneous approximations of all three problems in metric graphs.
We obtain performance rat,ios of 4 for REMOTE-MST, and 3 for REMOTE-TSP, which we show to be tight for this algorithm.
The hardness results for general graphs can be scaled down to obtain that approximating eit,her problem within a factor less t,han 2 is NP-hard.
For the REMOTE-ST problem, t.he greedy algoritZhm attains a ratio of 3, while obtaining a ratio of less than 4/3 is NP-hard. Euclidean graphs are a special class of metric graphs, where the vertices correspond to points in the plane and the weight of an edge is the Euclidean distance bet,ween the points. The resu1t.s obtained for the metric case, in combination with results on the Steiner ratio in the plane, immediately yield asymptotic ratios of 2.31 (2.16) for the REMOTE-MST (REMOTE-ST) problems, respectively. We give an improved algorit,hm with a ratio of 2.25 for REMOTE-MST.
Finally, we give a linear time algorithm for computing REMOTE-ST if the set of edges with non-infinity weights forms a tree in G.
We summarize the main approximability results of the paper in t,he following table. It lists the results obtained for each of the MST, TSP, and ST remote problems, with lower and upper bounds for approximability in general graphs, metric graphs, and Euclidean graphs.
2 General graphs
The decision version of REMOTE-MST (to decide whether there exists a set of /C vertices whose MST weight is more than a given threshold) is obviously in NP.
Inst,ead of showing NP-hardness, we show approximation-hardness.
The approximation ratio of an algorithm for
The currently strongest approximation hardness result for INDE:PENDENT SET, due t.o Bellare and Sudan [6] , is roughly n,li6, which can be strengthened to n'i4 if the P # NP assumption is weakened to NP not being contained in random quasi-polynomial time. The problems may he harder st,ill, as it has been conjectured that nl-OC1) is t,he best, possible approximation of INDEPEN-
For metric graphs, a weaker hardness bound follows from Theorem 2.1 by sett,ing y = 2 and g = 2(1-n-'/'). COROLLARY 2.1. Approximatin.g REMOTE-MST of a metric graph, within a factor of 2 -5 is NP-hard for unu 5 > 0. REMOTE-MST on a given input graph G is t,he ratio " v of the largest MST weight of a set, of k points to the For REMOTE-ST, one can always assume that graph MST weight of the &set output by the algorithm. The G is metric, since the minimum Steiner tree of a node same holds for other problems. The performance ratio set P in G can be realized as that of P in the shortestp of the algorithm is the maximum approximation ratio path distance graph D(G). Hence, this problem appears over all instances. A problem is upproximable within a easier t,o approximate than REMOTE-MST.
factor of t if there exists a polynomial time algorithm THEOREM 2.2. Approximating REMOTE-ST for the problem with a performance rat.io at most t. A within a factor Of 4/3 -* is NP-hard for any ' > O* problem III is as hard to approzinzate as problem II2 if, Proof. Given graph G = (V, E), we construct a graph H an approximation of II2 within a factor of f(n) implies as follows. Replace each edge of G by a path with t,woan approximation of III1 wit,hin a factor of O(f(n)). edges, and connect the middle vertices of the paths into We shall be primarily interested in approximating a clique. More formally, H cont,ains a vertex for each the Remote problems within a function independent of vertex .Ui in V as well as each edge ej in E. A vertex t~i is k. The asymptotic performance of an algorithm is t,he adjacent only to those vertices ej for which LT~ intersects leading term of p as Ic goes to infinity. ej in G. Vertices ej are completely connect,ed into a Let Ic be R, and let y be a value great,er than k. An independent set in G corresponds to a set of We construct a complete graph H = HG 011 the same vert,ices in H that, have no neighbors in common. Hence, vertex set as G, with the weight of an edge being 1 if the cost of the minimum Steiner tree of that set in contained in G and otherwise y. Refer to Figure 2 . D(H) is 2(k -1). On the other hand, given a &set,
If there is an independent set of size k in G, then we can easily find a Steiner tree that is minimal in the that set has a value r-mst = (Ic -1)~. On the other following sense: the Steiner vertices adjacent to only hand, suppose r-mst(H) 2 (k -1)7/y. Not,ice that this one terminal each can not be reduced in that no two of is at least (k/g -1)~ + (Ic -k/g), since y > k. Then, the corresponding t,erminals share a common neighbor.
there is a subset P of /C vertices such that MST(P) These terminals are all of pairwise dist,ance 3 in H, contains at least k/g -1 edges of weight, y. Let G[P] and t,hus form an independent, set in G. Let p be the be the the subgraph in G induced by P. It follows that number of those terminals. The cost of the Steiner G[P] must contain at least k/g connect,ed components. tree constructed will be at most 3/2(k -p -1) + 2p =
3/2( k -1) + 1/2p, and that upper bound holds nat.urally
It follows that for the minimum St,einer tree as well.
If, now, we could guarantee finding a k-set where a(G) = k =c=-r-m&(H) = (k -1)y the minimum St.einer tree is at, least. 3/2X: + 1/2,J?, it Q(G) 5 k/g +-r-mst(H) 5 (k -1)7/g. follows that p, the size of the independent, set found in G, will be at, least. k'. Let II be a DCS problem with or without connectivity requirement, with degree constraints P and u. Let k, H be as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, and let y be a number greater than ,uk. The sizes of sets are denoted by the respective lower case let,t,cr.
If there is an independent set I of size k in G, then r-7r(H) 2 (1/2)ky.
On the other hand, suppose r-r(H) 2 (C/2)ky/g. Then, there is a subset P of k vertices such that II(P) contains at least 2 2 (t/2)k/g edges of weight y. Let 2 be the set of the y-weight edges in II(P).
Let G[P] be the subgraph in G induced by P. We partition Z into 21 and 2s as follows: If II is a problem t,hat requires connectivity, let Zz be some minimal set. of edges in 2 that connect G[P]; otherwise, let 22 be the emptyset. Let 21 be 2 -Zs, and denote the sizes of Zi (22 by their lowercase letters.
Observe that G[P] must contain at least 22 + 1 connected components, and thus a(G) 2 2s + 1.
Let Xl be the set of vertices incident. on edges in 21. Let G' be the graph with vertex set P and edge set II(P) n G. Consider the subgraph G' [Xr] in G' induced by X1. Then, an independent set. of G' [Xl] is also an independent set of G [Xi] .
Ot,herwise, we can exchange two heavy edges (having weight y) with a pair of a light edge (edge in G) and a heavy edge to improve the weight n(P). All vertices in G'[Xi] (except possibly one) must be of degree at most, P in IX(P); otherwise, we can replace two heavy edges by one heavy edge to improve n(P). Thus, the neighborhood of any vertex in G'[X I is incident on at most e2 edges. mabe iu metric graphs within a factor of 2 -6, for any 6 > 0. The theorem can also be extended to problems involving t-connectivity (for t = kO(')). Our reduction holds for some other remote-II problems t,hat satisfy the following propert,y: If F is a feasible solution to II and (v,u) and (z, y) are edges in that solut,ion, then F -{ ( 21, ,u>, (2, Y)) U {h ~1, (u, Y)) is also a feasible solution to II.
One example is when r(P) = CuEP min,ep d(u, w). The corresponding remote problem, that of finding a k-vertex set P maximizing this quantit,y, was considered by Moon and Chaudhry [18] under the name kDefense problem, but no analytical results seem to have appeared. The above reduction shows that approximating it, within n. Ii6 in general graphs or 2 -5 in metric graphs is NP-hard.
2.1
Approximation algorithms.
We give an approximation algorithm for REMOTE-MST on general graphs, with a performance ratio of k -1.
For a graph G and a positive weight Q, define G, to be t.he subgraph of G on V(G) with edges whose weight is at most Q.
HeavyEdge( G)
Determine the largest (Y such that G, is not (n -I;)-vertex-connected. Let C be a cutset of G, of size n -k. output P = V -C. end
The desired o can be found by binary search on the at most (t) d'ff 1 erent edge-weights. Since t,he subgraph induced P is not conrlected in G,, an MST of P must cont,ain an edge of weight at least cr. On the other hand, if edges of weight LY are added to G,, any k-set must be connected. Thus, r-mst(G) 5 (k -1)~ 5 (k -l),tnst(P). COROLLARY 2.2. HeavyEdge has performance ratio of k -1 for REMOTE-MST.
Metric graphs
In this section, we assume that G = (V, E) is metric unless otherwise stated. Central to our approximat.ions is t,he concept of au anticover.
A set P of vertices pl , p2, . . . is an ranticover of a graph if, (i) d(pi,pi) 2 T for i # j, and (ii) min;{d(u,pi)} < r for any node w E V. The largest value r for which P is an r-anticover is said to be the radius of P. An anticover is illustrated in Figure 3 . The number of vertices in an anticover is called the size of Similarly, these problems are also hard to approxithe ant,icover.
An anticover can be constructed efficiently by t,he Connecting each point of Q to its nearest point in P by following "greedy furthest-point" algorithm. Let the a pair of directed edges (with different directions), we distance bet,ween a node u and a set of nodes be the can form a t,our of PUQ of lengt,h at, most, tsp(P) +2kr. minimum distance between 'u. and any node in the set.
Thus,
Greedy(G) tsp(Q) 5 tsp(P U Q) 5 tsp(P) + 2kr 5 3. tsp(P). I
pick a node 21 p + b4 The St,eiuer rat,io 2(k -1)/k holds even if the tree for i c 2 to L is rest.ricted to be a path, t,hus the result,s hold equally v c node in V -P furthest from P for degree-constrained version of the problems.
P +-P u {w} For t,he Steiner tree problem, it suffices to consider end t,he dist,ance graph of the input graph, which satisfies the triangular inequality. It is easy to see that the nodeset found by Greedy is an anticover of size Ic, and that its radius is the distance COROLLARY 3.1. REMOTE-ST of a genera2 graph between the last chosen node u and P -{II}. cun be approximated within a factor of 3'.
We apply Greedy We construct a family of hard instances for Proof.
Let P be an anticover of G, and let, T denote its Greedy. radius. Let Q be any set of !z points.
Let. Gt be an unweighted (i.e. unit,-weighted) graph, with vertex set {c,pl,pz,.
. . ,pt,ql,qz,.
. .,qt}.
Let, Any pair of points in P are of distance at least T, so pl,. . . ,pt, c be connected into a path, and let each qi Each point q in Q is of distance at most r from P, thus the tree obtained by connecting Q t,o MST(P) via the shortest edge is of weight at most m&(P) + kr. That is, d(Q) < st(Pu Q) 5 mst(P) + kr.
The ratio (Steiner ratio) of the weight. of an MST of a set of k points to that of its St,einer tree is at most 2(k -l)/lc. It follows that., Hence, a performance ratio of 3 follows. Furthermore.
tsp(P) 2 kr.
be connected to both pl and ~2. Gt contains no further edges. Let G:,, be t,he graph formed by taking z copies of Gt, with a single c vertex common to all copies (Figure 4) . Thus, we have a connected graph on 2tz + 1 nodes. For convenience, we use not,ations such as plvertex, p-vert,ex, q-vertex, and c-vertex. In order to force the algorithm to prefer the p-vertices, we perturb the distances between vertices as follows: the lengths d(c,pt) are stretched to 1+26, and the lengths d (pi,p;+l) tol+cfori>l.
The hard inst.ance is the distance graph D(G{,z), with 2 sufficiently large.
Observe that the distance between q-vertices in different copies is 2t, while the distances between p1 vertices is 2t(l + E). Thus, a p1 vertex is the furthest vertex from any set of at most 2 -1 vertices.
Let k = tz. The set of the first z vertices selected by Greedy contains at least (z -1) PI-vertices.
Thus, Greedy cannot select a q-vertex adjacent to a selected PI-vertex. Consequently, t.he number of q-vertices which Greedy can select is at most t. Also, Greedy must select the vertex c, whose neighbors are all of dist,ance at least 1+26. Thus, ignoring the E terms, m&(P) 5 ,-t+2(t-1) for any set P of k point,s selected by Greedy. Although the above lower bound is applicable only some other vertex in the k-set.
to the solution generated by Greedy, we conjecture that The idea is to construct a "cutting cleavage", or 4, rather than lower bound of 2 obtained in Theorem 2.1, a cut, containing only heavy edges. We can construct a is the best possible performance ratio for the problem. vertex set. for which a II solution must contain a crossing
One plausible approach for improving on the apedge, while t,he Greedy solution will not.
proximation produced by Greedy is to post-process the Let G be a graph on lc vertices satisfying HI, where greedy solution with local improvement changes. Hav-G has two components C1 and C,. Let G' be the ing obtained an r-anticover P, it. may be possible to graph G with some n -k > k additional vertices move individual points further away from the other adjacent to vertices in C,. Now construct the complete points. That is, for a point v E P with d = d(v, Pweight,ed graph H, on the vert,ex set of G', with weights {v}), there may exist a point u E V -P such that being 1 between vertices in Cz, 2 between vertices in d(u, P -{II,) > d. Th' 1s would improve the bounds we Cl, and some very large number y for edges with one could prove, since Eqn. 3.1 could be st,rengthened to endpoint, each in Cl and Cz. Observe that. H satisfies mst(P> 2 CPJEP cqv, P -{zl})(k -1)/k. the t,riangular inequality.
The hard instances constructed above demolish that Greedy will choose one vertex in each of Cl, C2, hope, since no one point can be moved further away. followed by the remaining vert,ices of Cl and some These instances can also be easily modified to ensure k -IGI -1 vertices from Cz. Denote this set by P.
that no b points can be moved further away, for any Within the subgraph induced by P, there is a subgraph fixed b. isomorphic to G, which therefore satisfies II and is of total weight at most k'. On the other hand, consider t,he set. containg one for REMOTE-TSP is asymptotic&y 3.
vertex from Cl and the some k -1 points from Cz. A Proof.
Our construction is based on the graphs G:), of feasible II solution must contain at, least one crossing the preceding theorem. Assume z is even, and consider edge from C1 to C,. The weight. of that edge is y, and an arbitrary matching of .Z copies of Gt into 212 pairs. since y is unbosnded, t,he approximation ratio of Greedy, Assign each edge between each pair Gt and GtJ the y/k2, cannot be bounded by any function of n or k. I weight cv = 4. Among these, we add an additional We can also prove weaker hardness results for some E weight to the edges incident on pl-vertices, to ensure properties that require connectivity, such as the degreethey will always be favored.
con&rained connected subgraph problem with 1 2 3. Our graph G{t, is the graph obtained by adding the above edges to the original G:,,. Then, Greedy selects 4 Euclidean graphs the same set P as in Theorem 3.2, and there is a tour of P using edges from MST(P) Let P be a set of n points (~1,. . . ,P,~} in the plane. as well as z/2 matching Tile E uc 1 l'd edges between pl vertices. Thus, tsp(P) = zt + o(zt).
ean graph of P is the complete graph on the On the other hand, tsp(Q) 2 3zt for the set Q Consisting nodeset, P where the weight of an edge (p;,pj) is the of the q-vertices.
Euclidean &stance +i,pj the remote k-set P so that nrst(P) is maximized on the condit,ion tha.t mst(P) # 00 (we call it. connectivity conThus, the approximat,ion rat,ios are asympt,ot.ically dition), JIST ( length of a minimum Steiner tree of 11) points in a unit
Proof.
We only give a proof for t,he computation of circle must be less than m -O.l(m -3) if m > 3 optimal MST-remote k-set. For simplicity, we assume for the Euclidean case (we omit the proof). We can that T is a rooted binary tree (we can easily modify further squeeze the approximation ratio by modifying the algorithm for non-binary trees). We cut a rooted the algorithm itself; indeed, this can be attained by tree T at, the nearest branch v to the root T, and obtain modifying the output of Greedy. two subtrees Tl 5 Tree graphs We improve this time complexity as follows: We call
In this section, we consider a graph in which the set a node u of T a heavy node if both of its descendent trees h of edges with finite weights forms a t,ree. Let T be a ave at least k/2 nodes. The other nodes are called light weighted tree on n nodes. We assign 03 to each edge of nodes. The number of heavy nodes is at most n/k. We separately charge the cost of the operations at. the heavy the complement graph TC of T in the complete graph nodes, which is O(kn) in total. Let f(n) be the cost of order n, and define G(T) = T U TC. we first give an O(n) Clearly, we should select k leaves.
exceeds the number of leaves of T, every set of k nodes
We can see that g(n) = min(2krl., n"} satisfies containing all leaves forms the (unique) opt,imal St,einers(n) 2 g(nl) + g(.ns) + min(nr k) min(rrz, k). Hence, f(n) < cg(n) for some constant c, thus is O(k,l). I O(min{kn, nlog n}) time, and the one of t,he improved ' ' algorithm of Shioura and Uno [22] runs in O(rr) time. I The same algorithm can comput,e MST-remote k-set,s (wit,11 connectivity condition) of decomposable graphs, such as series-parallel graphs, in O(kn) The worst anticover leads Greedy gives a us to a 2.448 approximation better solution 
